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Synopsis
Are you a compulsive word searcher? Do you finish the average word search book in no time? If so, then you'll love The Everything Giant Word Search Book. Our largest word-search puzzle book yet, it's packed with more than 300 easy to challenging puzzles. This huge puzzle collection is the perfect companion for word search fans like you who can't get enough of these addicting pencil puzzlers. Each puzzle has a fun and clever theme, including: Walking on the moon Color coordinated A visit to Italy Under the sea What's on television? Rocket science Basketball greats No matter what your ability level, The Everything® Giant Word Search Book is sure to help to improve your vocabulary and problem-solving skills. And this giant volume will provide you with hours of fun!
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Customer Reviews
This book is wonderful. I have been tearing through many word searches and am pleased that this book is a little more challenging--although its not too challenging to take away the relaxing aspect. I love it and have already purchased another version of this book for when I finish... I'm hooked

This is the second book of this series that I have purchased for my mother. She loves it. The puzzles are challenging enough to take some time and the variety of topics for each puzzle keeps it interesting. Definitely worth the money for the # of word searches you get. It's certainly not an Advanced Word Search but definitely gives a bit of a challenge.
I bought this item for my family as a fun holiday present from Santa. The book is big, kind of heavy but I guess that was to be expected. Lots of fun puzzles to entertain teenagers and adults during trips, stuck at airport, bored at nana’s house etc. Next time though I may just buy the skinny version as this takes up a lot of space in your tote bag if you are flying. Hours and hours of fun! I did love the item and so did everyone else.

lots and lots of searches. Nice large surface to circle on. Everything is not squeezed together. Relaxing book to use.

I purchased this book for my son, in prison, and he really loves it. It has a lot of puzzles and takes his mind off of his situation. It should keep him occupied for a while. I would buy this book again.

I’m a big word search fan. Maybe I should say I’m a BIG WORD search fan. The puzzles in this book are poorly designed. Words to search for are double spaced around the search box, but the search box itself is so small as to be barely readable. Letters in the search box are too close together, and it’s difficult to find room to circle the words, especially if in a diagonal.

This is a WONDERFUL word Search book. It is large so may not be real portable. My husband loves these so much that I have bought them again.

My wife likes to do these searches but she has had a stroke and doesn’t see real well. The small letters make it hard for her to read the letters. If you have great eyesite it would be a good book. If not I don’t recommend it.
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